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PROGRAM

Scene of a Day
Olivia Davis, Violin
Thomas Heritage, Bass
Evan C. Paul, Piano

Five short pieces for solo piano
Evan C. Paul, Piano

Tries at Flight
Patricia Cardona, Flute
Brian McKee, Bassoon
Evan C. Paul, Piano

The Weight
Forest, Piano and Voice
Patricia Cardona, Flute
Clarissa Osborn, Clarinet
Jillian Furman, Horn
Abby Young, Violin
Erin Rolan, Viola
Thomas Heritage, Bass

Sweet bliss to be burned apart by her fire
I – to feel the warmth that kills
II – to be what burning built
Abby Young, Violin 1
Noah Jenkins, Violin 2
Erin Rolan, Viola
Alex Abrams, Cello

Remoralizer
Alex Bean, Pipe Organ

More Desire
A live construction for rock ensemble, played by a single performer
Note: This piece will flow seamlessly into the next piece, Kill It
Forest - Drums, Voice, Keyboard, and Guitar

Kill It
Forest, Keyboard and Voice
W. Franklin Price, Guitar and Keyboard
Thomas Heritage, Bass and Keyboard
Adam Carlson, Drum Set